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Simple Song
When we are going toward someone we say
you are just like me
your thoughts are my brothers
word matches word
how easy to be together.
When we are leaving someone we say
how strange you are
we cannot communicate
we can never agree
How hard, hard and weary to be together.
We are not different nor alike
but each strange in his leather body
sealed in skin and reaching out clumsy hand
and loving is an act
that cannot outlive
the open hand
the open eye
the door in the chest standing open.
~ Marge Piercy
If you’ve picked this up in a hard copy, and would like to receive these monthly packets by email,
sign up to be on UFP’s email list, by sending a request to office@peterboroughunitarian.ca.

WONDERINGS on the theme of RELATIONSHIP
There are a lot of ways to explore the question of relationship. We can talk about primary, love
relationships…we can explore what it requires of us to choose to be in relationship with someone or
something…we can look at how our relationships affect and form us, and whether or not we can
control those effects…we could consider the ‘third thing that is created when two enter a
relationship…But I find myself wondering about relationships across difference…where the
possibility of knowing and being known seems slim. What about those kind of relationships?
A few years ago, Krista Tippett, who hosts the American Public Radio program, On Being, took on
something she called the “Civil Conversations Project.” With the purpose of healing fractured civic
spaces, she brought together voices across great divides…people on opposite sides of the abortion
issue, a gay man and a conservative Christian minister, a Palestinian and an Israeli Jew…and one in
which she spoke with a Princeton philosopher whose parents helped inspire the movie Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner, Kwame Anthony Appiah. (The interracial 1953 marriage of Anthony Appiah's
African father and British mother was condemned as morally repugnant.)
Tippett asked, “What if we considered the breakdown of civility as a moral crisis — a condition fed
by our worst instincts and destructive of our highest ideals?” Anthony Appiah’s response was down
to earth: “Sometimes we need to address difference head-on,” he said, “but often the best way is to
‘sidle up to it’ — to accept and live with it without forcing agreement or even addressing it head on.”
Appiah feels that our rush to come to agreement can get in the way of really understanding each
other, and suggests that differences in relationship often retain their vitality — neither going away
nor presenting a stumbling block to relationship. (Appiah is a gay man, in a family who may not
accept his sexuality as moral, but with whom he can stay in loving relationship.)
“What we need more than agreement are simple habits of
association with different others, encounters that breed familiarity.
There is real social and even moral value to be had when we
connect even on the most mundane topics of who we are and how
we spend our days.” In fact, Appiah says, this kind of human
exchange — as much a matter of presence as of words — is the oldfashioned meaning of the word ‘conversation.’
In these times, when the world is conspiring against human
presence even as it gives us a million new ways to connect, we
have to work particularly hard to seek out those who are different
from us. Appiah tells a story of one especially formative
relationship from his early life that he calls a great piece of good
fortune. As a left-leaning student activist, he formed a friendship
with an arch-conservative neighbor. He agreed with this man on
virtually nothing, yet they conversed in a spirit of neighborliness
and friendliness. This experience of connection that held and
contained difference, he says, has shaped his movement through
the world ever since.

re·la·tion·ship
rəˈlāSH(ə)nˌSHip/
noun
1. the way in which two or
more concepts, objects, or
people are connected, or the
state of being connected.
2. the state of being connected
by blood or marriage.
3. the way in which two or
more organizations or people
regard and behave toward
each other.
4. an emotional and sexual
association between two
people.

Could we nudge these kinds of relationships into existence by
‘sidling up’ to them? Do you want to? What do you think?
~ Rev. Julie

http://www.onbeing.org/program/sidling-difference/175

STORIES about RELATIONSHIP
The Capacity to Connect to Others by Sharon Salzberg

http://tinyurl.com/o8pdaba

Recently, one of my students told me a story that speaks to the complexity of intention. This student was
working as a pharmacist at a small pharmacy. One day, a belligerent man walked into the pharmacy to fill a
prescription, and berated her. He was a known quantity around the neighborhood. When greeted by other
pharmacy clerks or patrons, he would rage at or ignore them. “I was afraid and unwilling to talk to him for
fear of being yelled at,” my student revealed to me. “My
stomach would churn and I dreaded the days he came in.”
After several weeks of making herself sick from ill will, my
student found herself muttering “I hate him” to herself. As a
long-time meditator, she quickly felt disturbed by her strong
feelings of aversion, and went home to send the man some
lovingkindness.
Her feelings of hatred dissipated, and so she began a practice of
sending him lovingkindness for several months. When the man
would come into the store, my student would treat him with
respect, even as he would go on ranting. By reconfiguring her
intention, my student was able to heal herself of uncomfortable
feelings by cultivating compassion for the man who was ostensibly causing her harm.
After many months of practicing compassion for the man, my student realized that he was in dire
circumstances. He was an alcoholic who had no home and had been living in his car; he'd been re-using
catheters to make them last. On Mother’s Day morning, my student was buying a card for her mother at the
pharmacy when she saw the man in the parking lot. Caught off-guard, my student began to feel dread as she
watched the man approach her. The man handed her a box of chocolates and wished her a happy Mother’s
Day. “This is how I have come to understand the true meaning of metta,” my student explained.
This student ultimately set the intention to open herself up to someone who was visibly suffering. Even as her
kindness for the man defied some sense of logic or reciprocity, she acted out of generosity, realizing that there
was indeed space to practice kindness for this man. By shifting her perspective away from thinking about
interactions with this man in terms of one-upsmanship, she allowed herself to feel a sense of innate connection
to him as a human being, as someone worthy of love and respect. And clearly, from my point of view, this
man eventually picked up on her feelings of compassion.
Why I Make Sam Go to Church by Anne Lamott, from “Traveling Mercies”
I make him because I can. I outweigh him by nearly seventy-five pounds. (Sam is her Lamott’s son.)
But that is only part of it. The main reason is that I want to give him what I found in the world, which is to say a
path and a light to see by. Most of the people who have what I want—which is to say, purpose, heart, balance,
gratitude, joy—are people with a deep sense of spirituality. They are people in community, who pray, or
practice their faith; they are Buddhists, Jews, Christians—people banding together to work on themselves and
for human rights. They follow a brighter light than the glimmer of their own candle; they are part of something
beautiful. I saw something once from the Jewish Theological Seminary that said, “A human life is like a single
letter of the alphabet. It can be meaningless. Or it can be part of a great meaning.” Our funky little church is
filled with people who are working for peace and freedom, who are out there on the streets and inside praying,
and they are home writing letters, and they are at the shelters with giant platters of food.
When I was at the end of my rope, the people at St. Andrew tied a knot in it for me and helped me hold on. The
church became my home in the old meaning of home—that it’s where, when you show up, they have to let you
in. They let me in. They even said, ‘You come back now.’

INSPIRATIONS on RELATIONSHIP
It is not our purpose to become each other; it is to
recognize each other, to learn to see the other and
honor him for what he is.
~ Hermann Hesse
The greatest good you can do for another is not just
to share your riches but to reveal to him his own.
~ Benjamin Disraeli
Our greatest joy and our greatest pain
comes in our relationships with others.
~ Stephen R. Covey
When we try to pick out anything by
itself, we find it hitched to everything
else in the Universe.
~ John Muir
Loneliness does not come from having
no people around you, but from being
unable to communicate the things that
seem important to you.
~ Carl Jung
Life does not call us merely to do over and over
again what we have already done; nor does it call
us to act out, as puppets, parts already assigned to
us. No. In the midst of a situation which is itself
ever changing, we are free to bring into realization
new relationships of understanding and good-will,
and new acts of courage.
~ Frank O. Holmes
How do people stay physically fit? Certainly not
by fantasizing. A healthy body takes constant
attention and work. The same is true for healthy
relationships.
~ Sue and Steven Simring
What is precious is you in others, others in you.
We enter into the being and lives of others,
as they do into ours.
Sometimes momentarily.
Sometimes enduringly.
This is what love essentially is,
to be part of one another.
In simple sympathy, in close friendship, in shared
stories, in sorrow and in joy. ~ Jacob Trapp
How people treat you is their karma; how you react
is yours.
~ Wayne Dyer
When someone shows you who they are, believe
them the first time.
~ Maya Angelou
My wish for humanity is to invent a way to
communicate between us and whatever comes
next. And in the end that we the creator of the
sentient sapient and the created we have a
symbiotic relationship.
~ Sugata Mitra

Truth is, I'll never know all there is to know about
you just as you will never know all there is to know
about me. Humans are by nature too complicated
to be understood fully. So, we can choose either to
approach our fellow human beings with suspicion
or to approach them with an open mind, a dash of
optimism and a great deal of
candour.
~ Tom Hanks
Each relationship nurtures a
strength or weakness within you.
~ Mike Murdock
Relationships based on obligation
lack dignity.
~ Wayne Dyer
Assumptions are the termites of
relationships.
~ Henry Winkler
When I got my first television set, I
stopped caring so much about
having close relationships.
~ Andy Warhol
Every relationship between persons causes a
picture of each to take form in the mind of the
other, and this picture evidently is in reciprocal
relationship with that personal relationship.
~ Georg Simmel
Who cares about the clouds when we're together?
Just sing a song and bring the sunny weather.
~ Dale Evans
In human relationships, kindness and lies are
worth a thousand truths.
~ Graham Greene
Whether you're keeping a journal or writing as a
meditation, it's the same thing. What's important is
you're having a relationship with your mind.
~ Natalie Goldberg
Our first task in approaching another people,
another culture, another religion, is to take off our
shoes, for the place we are approaching is holy.
Else we may find ourselves treading on [people's]
dreams. More seriously still, we may forget that
God was here before our arrival.
~ Max Warren
Among people around the world, nourishing
relationships are the single most universally agreed
upon feature of the good life. While the specifics
vary from culture to culture, all people everywhere
deem warm connections with others to be the core
feature of “optimal human existence.”
~ Daniel Goleman

PRACTICING RELATIONSHIP
Option A: “Spark Joy” in Relationships with your Stuff
Too much stuff can get in our way. In her bestseller, “The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up,” Marie Kondo
suggests that we keep only those things that spark joy or serve a useful purpose. In one chapter, she suggests
piling all of your clothes and accessories in one room, and then having a conversation with them one by one.
“Do you bring me joy?” If not, it is time to let that thing go. You can find excerpts from her
book, and its companion, “Spark Joy” here: http://tidyingup.com/excerpt
This month, consider your relationship with just one area in your home, or one category of
belongings. What relationship do you want to have with your stuff? Joy? Satisfaction?
Comfort? Utility? Find a way to sort, organize, and discard that better creates the
relationship you want.
The instructions on this one are simple, but the work is not. Be gentle with yourself.
Extra Credit (?): Create a symbol or piece of art that symbolizes the relationships you desire.

Option B: Foster Right Relationship
Connect – or re-connect – with a person, place, or idea that (in words from our congregation’s purpose
statement)… • grounds you in love, or
 imbues your life with wonder and inquiry, or
 fosters personal transformation, or
 encourages you to act for a just and sustainable world.
Perhaps it’s an old friend or family member that always tells you the truth or has information to share. Maybe
it’s a relationship that needs healing. Maybe it’s the writings of a philosopher you studied in high school that
changed the course of your life. Maybe it’s being on the land. Whatever it is that is calling to you to be in
relationship – follow it. Journal or make art about this journey, if you’d like.

Option C: Loving Kindness Meditation
Every day, for at least 3 days, practice a Loving Kindness Meditation. (See the Sharon Salzburg story above.)
Use the words below (or another favourite version), first for yourself, then picturing others in ever widening
circles (eg., self, loved one, acquaintance, someone you don’t know at all, all
humanity). Breathe in, breath out… Keep breathing deeply … Let your
senses pull you into the here and now of this moment… When you are ready,
repeat the metta phrases silently to yourself, finding a breath pattern that
works for you—directing that sense of safety and love into every part of your
being…
• May I/you be safe
• May I/you be content
• May I/you be well
• May I/you live with ease
Next, bring into your awareness, and hold in your mind’s eye, someone
else… and repeat silently to that person these phrases. Then, turn your awareness to the next person/people
in your meditation, and repeat.

Option D: Sidling Up to Difference
Read the “Wonderings” found on page 2 of this packet. Consider a relationship that is difficult because of a
complete lack of agreement on issues that matter to you. Make a commitment to spend some time with this
person(s) in the way that Appiah describes.
Just ‘sidle up’ to them. Spend ordinary time with them. Talk about the mundane. Allow your differences to
just be. When discord is present, turn to curiosity; ask questions without agenda or judgment. Ask what you
might do to further the happiness of this person. It’s just an experiment. See what happens.

QUESTIONS for reflection on RELATIONSHIP











How have relationships been a catalyst for growth or transitions in
your life? What factors contributed to the effects of those relationships?
What makes a relationship significant? More important than another?
Can a relationship be both harmful and loving? If so, how might our understanding of
that dichotomy tilt the balance toward love?
Are we our relationships? Can you imagine being you without some of your relationships? Or,
what relationships do you need to more fully become yourself?
In your relationship constellations, how do those relationships interact and affect one another?
Remember the words in the UU Principles about “inherent worth and dignity of every person,“
“compassion in human relations,” and “acceptance of one another.” What do these Principles
require of us, particularly in difficult relationships?
Imagine that a person you love is about to make a life-long commitment to their chosen partner.
What is the best advice you could give them? What advice do you wish you had been given?
What relationships do you want to develop and nurture? (think also about non-human
relationships) For what purpose? What are you willing to sacrifice to make them happen?
A cornerstone of religious understanding is the Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you. How is this expressed in your own relationships?

Resources on EXPECTATION
ON THE WEB
A Clear Alternative: The UU relationship – applying
Unitarian Universalism's 7 principles to romantic
relationships. http://tinyurl.com/ztx9wa3
The Road Out: A Teacher’s Odyssey in Poor
America – transcript of an interview in which the
author tells of how she learned that relationships
come first. http://tinyurl.com/b6xw7hu
A Personal Relationship with God – a UU army
chaplain tells of how his personal faith intersects
with his work. http://tinyurl.com/hcbf7pe

Love Will Guide Us: A Tapestry of Faith Program for
Children Grades 2-3 – a curriculum about loving
relationships that can be used in/adapted for the
home. http://tinyurl.com/qyfpv87
A Network for Grateful Living – resources for living
in the gentle power of gratefulness, which restores
courage, reconciles relationships, and heals our
Earth. www.gratefulness.org
The Relationship Foundation – an educational
initiative that incorporates a Social and Emotional
Learning in New York City high schools.
http://tinyurl.com/h6nzhaa
The Grout – a reflection on what holds us in
relationship. http://tinyurl.com/nesmrhm
Unitarian Universalist Community Cooperatives –
UUCC grows intentional housing communities of
spiritual practice, sustainability, and social change.
Check out the values that hold them in relationship.
http://tinyurl.com/pywrn7z
Nature. Beauty. Gratitude. - Louie Schwartzberg’s
TED Talk about a relationship with nature through
time lapse photography. http://tinyurl.com/8a2237w
An Empathy Video That Asks You To Stand in
Someone Else's Shoes - tells about each person
encountered in a hospital. http://tinyurl.com/d2c29yx

MOVIES

Chalice Lighting o n
RELATIONSHIP

Movies about relationship are too numerous to cite.
Perhaps you can share some of your favorites?!
1.

_______________________________________

2.

_______________________________________

3.

_______________________________________

4.

_______________________________________

About a Boy (2002/12)
A cynical, immature young man is taught how to act
like a grown-up by a little boy.
Driving Miss Daisy (1989)
An old Jewish woman and her African-American
chauffeur in the American South have a relationship
that grows and improves over the years.
Moonlight Mile (2002/12)
A young man lingers in the family home of his
fiancée, after her accidental death. While grieving
and drawn into legal issues, he finds himself falling
in love with another woman.
Six Degrees of Separation (1993/15)
An affluent New York couple find their lives
touched, intruded upon, and compelled by a
mysterious young black man who is never quite who
he says he is.
Strangers in Good
Company (1990)
A busload of women
become stranded in an
isolated part of the
Canadian countryside. As
they await rescue, they
reflect on their lives
through a mostly adlibbed script.
Thelma and Louise (1991/15)
Two women decide to break out of their normal life
and jump in the car and hit the road. Their journey,
however, turns into a flight.
The Bridges of Madison County (1995/15)
Photographer Robert Kincaid wanders into the life of
housewife Francesca Johnson, for four days in the
1960s, causing her to examine which relationships
most matter.

So That We Might, Together, Shine
When we light our chalice
everyone focuses on the flame.
Yet it is the paraffin of the candle,
the cotton of the wick,
the potassium chlorate and sulfur of the
match,
and the oxygen in the air around us
that makes that flame possible.
As members of a community we are not
called to be a lone beacon on a hill.
Rather, we are meant to work together
so that we might, together, shine.
~ Erik Walker Wikstrom

BOOKS
Bel Canto by Ann Patchett
A novel balancing themes of love and crisis as
disparate characters learn that music is their only
common language.
Bowling Alone by Robert D. Putnam
Putnam shows how we have become increasingly
disconnected from one another and how social
structures have a fundamental power in creating a
society that is happy, healthy, and safe.
I and Thou by Martin Buber
One of the major themes of the book is that human
life finds its meaningfulness in relationships. In
Buber's view, all of our relationships bring us
ultimately into relationship with God, who is the
Eternal Thou.
The Elegant Gathering of White Snows by Kris Radish
– Fictional story of eight women of different ages and
of diverse backgrounds who take off in the middle of
the night for a journey of the heart. As they walk,
they talk about their lives, and the pain of the past is
shed.
The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up by Marie
Kondo – Guidance for determining which items in
your house “spark joy” (and which don’t), this book
will help you clear your clutter and enjoy the unique
magic of a tidy home.

MUSIC
Ain’t Too Proud To Beg, The Temptations
http://www.eyeneer.com/video/r-bsoul/thetemptations/aint-too-proud-to-beg
People, Barbra Streisand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPlQ6EtArSc
Right Here, Sam Turton http://tinyurl.com/hzofqyx
Stand, Amy Carol Webb
http://music.peacefuluprising.org/track/stand
Stand By You, Rachel Platten
http://tinyurl.com/og698tt
We’ve Got an Old Love, Neal and Leandra
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLk5Gsmlg3Y \

You Light Up My Life, Debby Boone
http://tinyurl.com/k6aalc7

Table Grace on RELATIONSHIP

Children’s Books on
RELATIONSHIP
Amos and Boris by William Steig
Artie and Julie by Chih-Yuan Chen
Fish and Flamingo by Nancy White
Carlstrom
Otter and Odder: A Love Story by James
Howe
Snail and Buffalo by Jim Latimer
Snail Started It! by Katja Reider
Something Else by Kathryn Cave
The Mountain that Loved a Bird by Alice
McLerran
The Other Side by Jacqueline Woods
The Sea-Thing Child by Russell Hoban

Spirit who is all things to us; Presence in which we
live & move and breathe & have our being:
What a gift to be here together, sharing our food, our
spirit, our selves! We ask no blessing upon this food,
nor upon ourselves, because the blessing is always
here, if we but pay attention.
What we do ask is for the courage and wisdom to be
mindful of these great blessings. We ask that we
remember to cherish this food, savoring the tastes, the
smells, the feel, the miracle of nourishment to our
bodies, gifts of our lovely earth. We ask, too, that we
remember to cherish each other, to taste and savor our
relationships, to understand that what we know of the
sacred we know through these bodies & through these
connections of friendship & love.
Grant us the wisdom to pay attention; grant us the
generosity and the strength to open our hearts. So be
it. Blessed be. Amen.
~ Elizabeth L Greene
We subscribe to “Soul Matters” a curriculum from Rev.
Scott Taylor. Service Leaders and Covenant Group
Facilitators work with Rev. Julie to incorporate the theme
into our programming & Sunday Services. Thanks to all
who helped create this packet by writing text, suggesting
resources, offering artwork and providing feedback!

February’s theme: What does it mean
to be people of RECONCILIATION?
Email your ideas for themes, or suggestions for
resources to share in this packet to
uurevjs@gmail.com
The Unitarian Fellowship of Peterborough
Sun day Services @ 1 0am @ 775 Weller St
www.peterborough u n itarian .ca
of f ice@peterborough un itarian .ca
705.741.0968

